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Axions and the Strong CP problem

Standard model symmetry group is SU(3)⇥ SU(2)⇥ U(1)

CP
VIOLATING

CP
CONSERVING!

CP
CONSERVING
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Evidence for CP conservation in the SU(3) strong interactions 
from multiple measurements of neutron and nuclear electric 
dipole moments. For example, neutron EDM < 10-26 e-cm.

Even simple dimensional arguments 
show that this is unexpected. Why do 
the SU(3) QCD interactions conserve 
CP when SU(2) QED interactions do 
not? This is the strong CP problem.
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LCPV =
(⇥ + arg detM)

32⇡2
~EQCD · ~BQCD
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violation and a non-zero neutron electric dipole moment. Below fPQ, φ   has a non-

zero VEV, and θ  is constrained to lie in the minimum of the potential. So far, the

symmetry breaking scheme is similar to the Higgs mechanism. However, the vacuum

expectation value of the field also has contributions from the θ vacuum which break

the rotational symmetry of V φ( )   about the origin. Peccei and Quinn showed that if at

least one of the fermions acquires its mass by coupling to φ , then the absolute

minimum in V φ( )  is at θ = 0 . Thus the spontaneous breaking of the PQ symmetry

forces the CP violating term in the QCD Lagrangian to vanish.
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Figure 2.3  The classical QCD potential of the complex field φ

introduced by Peccei and Quinn in the case where there is 1 quark flavor.

Figure 2.3 shows the classical potential including the perturbation due to the θ vacuum

for the simplest case where there is only 1 quark flavor. In this case, the instanton

perturbation causes a 'tipping' of the classical QCD potential towards θ = 0 .

In 1978 Weinberg [4] and Wilczek [5] showed that the spontaneous breaking of the

PQ symmetry implies the existence of a new pseudoscalar particle which was named

the axion. Because the rotational symmetry of V φ( )  about the origin is broken, the

axion has a non-zero mass ma which is related to fPQ by:

LCPV = ⇥E.B

⇥ = 0

The Peccei Quinn Mechanism
and Axions 

About Minimum: small curvature (hence small mass) with 
respect to                  ✓̄ = arg(�)

Axion DOF

fPQ
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QCD Axion Phenomenology
The axion is a pseudoscalar; has the 
same quantum numbers as the    , 
and the same interactions, but with 
coupling strengths scaled with the axion mass
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fPQ ⇠ 1013 GeV
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◆Energy scale where axion produced is fPQ



Sikivie-Type Resonant detectors
for halo axions
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ADMX experimentADMX
• Large Scale Experiment 

running 1995-present.
• Excluded KSVZ axions with 

mass 1.9-3.6 μeV (460-860 
MHz).

• Uses DC SQUID amplifiers.
• Currently commissioning 

dilution refrigerator 
upgrade.  

• Present search region is 
3.6-10 μeV.
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Typical run cadence when data taking starts!

2!

-  Inject broad swept RF signal to record cavity 
response. Record state data (temperature 
sensors, hall sensors, pressure, etc.).!

-  Integrate for ~ 80 seconds (final integration time 
based on results from cold commissioning).!

-  Move tuning rod to shift TM010 & TM020 modes 
( ~ 1 kHz at a time).!

-  Every few days adjust critical coupling of TM010 
& TM020 antennas.!

!
-  Anticipated scan rate ~100 MHz (0.5 μeV) every 

3 months!
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Calculated
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Strengths
in ADMX2
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Latest results from 
ADMX
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FIG. 19. Exclusion plot for Run 1B, shown in green. Dark green represents the region excluded using a standard Maxwell-
Boltzmann filter, whereas light green represents the region excluded by an N-body filter [30].

sampled values is then sorted, and the 90% confidence1007

limit was then determined to be the generated power that1008

was 90% of the way to the top of the sorted list.1009

With Run 1B, ADMX was able to exclude the regions1010

shown in green of Fig. 19. Dark green shows the region1011

excluded by using the standard Maxwell-Boltzmann fil-1012

ter, whereas light green shows the region excluded by1013

using an N-body filter (see Ref. [30]). The Maxwell-1014

Boltzmann exclusion limit used a local dark matter den-1015

sity of 0.45 GeV/cm3, whereas the N-body filter used1016

a local dark matter density of 0.63 GeV/cm3. Regions1017

where there are gaps in the data are due to mode-1018

crossings. The frequency range from 680-790 MHz was1019

excluded at the 90% confidence limit, save for the few1020

regions where there were mode crossings. The mode-1021

crossings occurred at 704.35-704.84 MHz, 726.28-726.911022

MHz, and 747.43-760.19 MHz. The total mass range cov-1023

ered in Run 1B is larger by a factor of four over the pre-1024

vious Run 1A [16].1025

X. CONCLUSION1026

In conclusion, the ADMX collaboration did not ob-1027

serve any candidates which fulfilled the requirements for1028

an axion signal throughout the course of Run 1B. This1029

implies the 90% confidence limit exclusion of DFSZ ax-1030

ions for 100% dark matter density over the frequency1031

range from 680-790 MHz (2.81-3.31 µeV), omitting the1032

three regions with mode crossings. Notably, the ADMX1033

collaboration is the only collaboration to have achieved1034

sensitivity to DFSZ axions in this frequency range, and1035

has refined their approach in covering a wider portion1036

of the expected DFSZ axion frequency space than ever1037

before.1038
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Figure 1: Exclusion plot for axion-like particles
as described in the text.

The interaction with fermions f has derivative form and is

invariant under a shift φA → φA + φ0 as behooves a NG boson,

LAff =
Cf

2fA
Ψ̄fγµγ5Ψf∂µφA . (7)

Here, Ψf is the fermion field, mf its mass, and Cf a

model-dependent coefficient. The dimensionless combination

gAff ≡ Cfmf/fA plays the role of a Yukawa coupling and

αAff ≡ g2
Aff/4π of a “fine-structure constant.” The often-used

pseudoscalar form LAff = −i (Cfmf/fA) Ψ̄fγ5ΨfφA need not

be equivalent to the appropriate derivative structure, for exam-

ple when two NG bosons are attached to one fermion line as in

axion emission by nucleon bremsstrahlung [22].

In the DFSZ model [19], the tree-level coupling coefficient

to electrons is [23]

Ce =
cos2 β′

3
, (8)

where tan β′ = vd/vu is the ratio of the vacuum expectation

value vd of the Higgs field Hd giving masses to the down-

type quarks and the vacuum expectation value vu of the Higgs

February 8, 2016 19:55
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Quantum electronics of todays 
most sensitive axion detector
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How can a UK experiment 
improve on the state of the art?
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• Combination of a large magnet volume ‘high-ish' 
field AND a 10mK base temperature target.

• New low noise microwave amplifiers, bolometers, 
and Qubit devices for unparalleled low noise. Start 
in a well-motivated mass range, 25-41 micro-eV.

• Theoretical work to understand detector modelled 
as an integrated quantum measurement system

• Develop novel resonant structures to simplify the 
apparatus, speed up the search, widen mass range.



Research Programme

✦Science results in years 1-3. 
✦Benefit from considerable expertise in ADMX. 
✦Immediate profile in the field for our collaboration. 
✦Training pathway and early data for Ph.D. students.

Example magnet: Tesla 
Engineering  - a UK company. 
9.4 T  x 830mm bore. Dry 
Cryogenics.

• Acquire the world’s largest           magnet for hidden sector searches.B2V

• Form collaboration with ADMX

• Develop four varieties of quantum electronics
✦SLUG loaded SQUID amplifiers. 
✦Travelling wave parametric amplifiers. 
✦Bolometers. 
✦QuBITs.

• Commission high-field low-temperature facility at Daresbury Laboratory
✦Established national facility with the 

right infrastructure for our needs. 
✦Appropriate lab already reserved.

Example fridge:

Bluefors/Oxford Insts 

Dry dilution refrigerator 

T< 5mK, Power > 400uW

• Generate science results from 
our receiver in ADMX.

• First science data from UK target.

• Hidden sector theory/phenomenology.

• Quantum systems theory.
✦Research into quantum systems composed of individual quantum devices.

• Exploit major investments by 
funding agencies in R&D on 
quantum devices. 12



Proposed UK Experiment  
at Daresbury
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Tesla Engineering - possible
magnet vendor.

Daresbury site - hall at base of the Van-De-
Graff accelerator tower.



Quantum Electronics
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QSHS groups are world leading in quantum electronics and 
quantum systems design critical to searches for axions and ALPS
Josephson, Travelling Wave Parametric Amplifiers, Bolometric 

detectors, and Qubits

Cambridge
(Withington
group)

Oxford - QuBits and SIS mixer
expertise, Leek, Tan

NPL- Hao, Lewis, Gallup
Squids, high field facilities

RHUL (Meeson)-fabrication,
high B field, RF electronicsUCL (Romans) SQUIDS, 

nanoscale fabrication

Lancaster - device
physics, low noise
quantum electronics



Resonant Feedback

15

• Idea to replace cavity natural resonance with a feedback 
circuit. 100 parallel axion searches

GC

GW

H(s)

A

Cold Warm

50

50

Resonant filter

Attenuator

• Resonant frequency decoupled from detector geometry, so 
a wider range of masses can be probed.

Resonant feedback paper: 
Nucl.Instrum.Meth.A 921 (2019) 50-56
Cited by recent preprint from Guido Müller 
on using the same concept for ALPS2: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.13204
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Resonant Feedback
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• Idea to replace cavity natural resonance with a feedback 
circuit. 100 parallel axion searches
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A
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Resonant filter
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Cold!

• All-cryogenic version!

• Resonant frequency decoupled from detector geometry, so 
a wider range of masses can be probed.

Resonant feedback paper: 
Nucl.Instrum.Meth.A 921 (2019) 50-56
Cited by recent preprint from Guido Müller 
on using the same concept for ALPS2: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.13204
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VACUUM & 
CRYOGENICS MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS

THEORY & 
SIMULATIONSQUANTUM 

ELECTRONICS

We
have
the

expertise
to create

the world’s
most sensitive

hidden
sector
search
facility.

HIDDEN SECTOR SEARCHES
In short:

16



Summary
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• Bleeding edge quantum electronics is becoming crucial 
for some non-accelerator particle physics experiments.

• Activity in the UK through the new ‘Quantum Sensors for 
the Hidden Sector’ initiative (qshs.shef.ac.uk)

• Aim at a UK based axion / axion-like particle facility 
including a 1m bore magnet with a 10mK insert. 
Collaboration of Sheffield, Lancaster, Cambridge, RHUL, 
Oxford, UCL, NPL, Liverpool

• Collaboration with ADMX
• UK emphasis will be on an integrated, quantum systems 
approach to the design of cryogenic electronics.

• Realising this future is all about the technology.

http://qshs.shef.ac.uk
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